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Introduction
In 2017 I was searching for my next sniper rifle and had been keeping my eye a Serbian sniper rifle manufactured by
Zastava Arms. The calibre was 7.62x54R Russian and the dealer had been advertising for over a year. In the United
Kingdom, Zastava rifles are constrained to hunting rifles, regarded as a Eastern European budget rifles and consequently, sales are minimal. Add the 7.62x54R calibre into the equation and this would probably explain why the rifle
was not flying of the shelves. However the fact that this rifle was different, I had no previous experience of the design,
7.62x54R was not a problem for me and therefore the rifle held my interest.

The concerns I did have, was the availability of the spares and more importantly I would struggle to sell the rifle, should
I ever decide to sell. Pushing my concerns to one side in April 2017 I decided to purchase.
My plans for this rifle was not to enter it into competition as the magazine capacity is to small and over the last three
years I have shot the rifle on numerous occasions, each time learning something new. In 2020, as a result of this
education, I have decided to take the unusual step and almost completely update this Armourers report.
History
The Zastava Arms business has been in existence since 1853 and details can be found on its website at the following
address: http://www.zastava-arms.rs/en/imagetext/foundation Information in western publications is scarce to non
existent and therefore the following is taken from their website. Zastava make a wide range of military and civilian
firearms. Like many manufacturers the civilian firearms, range from economy to expensive models. In their military
division, products vary from assault rifles to machine guns and automatic grenade launchers.
Zastava produce six sniper rifle models but only three are based around the M07 chassis. The M07 is fitted with a wood
laminate stock and is available in 7.62 NATO only, the M07 AF has a aluminium chassis style stock, folding butt and is
available in both 7.62 NATO and 7.62x54R, the M07 AS is identical to the AF model but has a fixed butt. The following
description is copied from Zastava’s website with some improved grammar.
The M07 AF Sniper rifle is designed around the famous Mauser M98 action. The heavy barrel is cold forged and
manufactured from chrome-vanadium steel which guarantees exceptional precision, accuracy and prolonged service
life. The polygonal shaped receiver has a built-in picatinny rail which enables the fitting of various optical devices. The
trigger mechanism has a single pull trigger which can be finely adjusted and the rifles mechanical safety has three
positions: safe, fire and secure position. When in the secure position it is possible to unlock the action, but it is not
possible to fire. The threaded muzzle enables the fitting of muzzle breaks or moderators and it is protected by a thread
protector. The folding stock is aluminium with a polymer cheek pad. The height of the cheek pad can be adjusted and
the length of the stock is adjusted by changing the number of butt plate inserts. This provides a safe and comfortable
position for the operator during firing.
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Description
Looking at Zasatava’s product line I would say this is a purposely designed sniper rifle and not a converted sporting or
target rifle. It is a magazine fed, bolt action rifle fitted with a match barrel and trigger mechanism. The rifle is fitted
with an aluminium chassis system with a folding adjustable butt. The rifle can be fitted with a variety of optics, bipod,
muzzle break or moderator and is available in 7.62mm NATO, 6.5x55SE, 300 winmag or 7.62x54R Russian. This model
is in 7.62x54R.
Receiver
The receiver is an all steel design with a relatively simple layout and is 222mm long including the tang. The polygonal
receiver is 35mm at its widest point and has a integral picatinny rail which is machine to NATO Spec STD-MIL-1913. The

ejection port is 82mm in length and will accommodate both the NATO and Russian cartridges. The barrel is fitted
utilising the traditional screw thread and the receiver is machined with the locking lug recesses suitable for the classic
Mauser bolt. The tang and the method of fitting the trigger unit is also the same as the Mauser. Those readers who are
experienced with the Parker Hale target rifle will instantly recognise the method of securing Zastava’s match trigger
assembly. Unlike most mauser clones the M07 AF does not use the traditional mauser style bolt stop/release. Instead
it uses a user friendly plunger which is located just behind the picatinny rail. Another positive design point I would like
to highlight with the plunger is there is sufficient clearance to remove the bolt without having to fold the butt or
remove the cheek pad, something I have come across on a number of sniper rifle designs I have worked on.
Another unusual, novel and cost effective feature is the way that the aluminium chassis secures to the receiver. Unlike
western designs, such as the British Accuracy International which has a one piece chassis, the M07 AF chassis is in two
parts with the front section securing to the recoil lug and the rear section securing to the rear of the receiver and the
tang. I will discuss the chassis in more detail in a separate section.
The receiver is finished in a non reflective tactical grey finish and on the left side, the receiver is engraved with the
company crest and place of manufacture.
Barrel
The match grade barrel is cold forged in chrome-vanadium steel and has a barrel length of 25.5” and in calibre
7.62x54R has a four groove barrel with a 1 in 9.5” twist. It is 1.22” wide at the chamber and narrows to 0.87” at the
muzzle. The muzzle is threaded with a M18
thread to permit the fitting of a muzzle break or
moderator and has a square crown and is fitted
with a thread protector.
Like the receiver the barrel is finished in a non
reflective tactical grey finish and around the
chamber the calibre, model and proof marks
are stamped.
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Trigger
The trigger assembly on the classic traditional military mauser is secured by a single pin which is kept under tension by
the triggers main spring. The M07 AF is fitted with an adjustable match trigger, secured using the same method, only
it is locked in place with a screw. The trigger is a single pull and releases at 1.43lbs, it is adjustable for length of pull and
I believe for weight. However I have been unable to access the trigger assembly as I cant remove the pistol grip for fear
of damaging it and therefore I have been unable to make any adjustments.
Another point which is worth considering, is there is no mention of any trigger adjustment in the manual and therefore
it it may be possible that Zastava consider this to be a workshop or dealer task.
Bolt Assembly
The bolt assembly is largely a classic mauser design but with some subtle modern differences. The firing pin assembly,

cocking piece, locking lugs, to some extent the bolt shroud and the method of operation
are Mauser, however this is where the similarities stop. The most obvious visual difference is the lack of the mauser style extractor claw, which has been replaced with a
modern spring load extractor. The fitting of the this type of extractor allows individual
rounds to be hand feed into the chamber, something that was not possible with the old
style claw. Another improvement is the cartridge rim is now fully enclosed, which improves mechanical safety. As the receiver is no longer fitted with the ejector, this is now
accommodated in the bolt face with a plunger style ejector.
The bolt handle has a much more modern profile compared with the traditional mauser
and is heavily cranked to permit the fitting of a scope. The bolt shroud has a modern and
cost effective shape which is easier to manufacturer and accommodates the safety catch. The safety catch cannot be
applied unless the bolt is cocked or to describe matters more technically, the firing pin is retained by the sear. When
the bolt is cocked and the safety catch is fully forward the rifle can be discharged, with the safety catch in the half way
position, the firing pin cannot be released but the bolt can be withdrawn and any live round or empty case in the
chamber can be removed. With the safety catch in the rear position, the firing pin and the bolt is fully locked.
Stock
The stock is somewhat unusual and novel in design. Unlike western models, the aluminium chassis system consists of
two parts and the exterior “skins” consist of substantial 3mm aluminium plate.
The front chassis section secures to the receiver recoil lug with three screws and is manufactured from solid aluminium
and supports the bipod spigot and the sling swivel. To assist in reducing the weight the solid aluminium has been
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machined with various lightning slots. The spigot attached to the forend is for the versa pod type bipod and as such
will accept various models. The front sling swivel is a substantial ambidextrous plate which fits across both sides of the

chassis. The rear chassis houses the trigger mechanism, trigger guard, pistol grip and magazine release catch and secures
to the tang and the rear of the receiver. The trigger guard is
polymer in construction and appears fairly robust. The pistol
grip is an aluminium frame enclosed with a rubber grip which
has a good ergonomic profile. The magazine catch is a spring loaded plate, which when pushed forward releases the
magazine. The design is simple, practical and the magazine engages and disengages effectively, however is not
ambidextrous and the magazine catch is only accessible from the right side of the rifle. This means when in the prone
shooting position the operator cannot see the catch and has to “feel” the catch, to release the magazine.
Connecting the two chassis assemblies are two substantial side plates. Each plate is 3mm thick and is fitted with a
further plate which acts as a guide for the magazine. Fitting to the front and rear chassis assembly, these two plates
serve a number of functions. They add substantial strength and weight to the overall stock, they improve the handling
of the rifle and protect the magazine.
Fitted to the rear chassis is the butt
assembly of which there are two versions, fixed and folding. The AF version
has a folding stock and can be adjusted
for length with the fitting of spacers.
The whole butt assembly is angled upwards by 10° and is secured to the rear
chassis by a single large hex bolt. Folding the butt is achieved by lifting the
butt upwards against its axis pin spring
and rotating to the left. However the
folding mechanism uses two corresponding cam faces to lock the butt
into position and whilst very secure, I
find it very difficult to disengage the
cams by hand and require a screwdriver to lever the two cams apart.
The butt assembly is fitted with an adjustable cheek pad but with the 10° angle any adjustment was unnecessary and
with low scope rings I struggled to get decent eye alignment. The butt pad can be adjust for height but cannot be
adjusted without the use of tools. One minor criticism is with the butt plate and when shooting the rifle in the prone
position. Normally the shooter will support the butt with his left hand but there is very little to grip and the edges of
the plates are fairly sharp and have not been relieved.
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Magazine
The magazine body and base plate are manufactured from 2mm thick polymer and
feels both substantial and robust. The rim is strengthened with a steel plate which
protects the polymer body from the insertion of the ammunition and the cycling of the
bolt. The magazine can support fives rounds of .308 but in 7.62x54R can only hold
three rounds due to the cartridge rim.
Although I am not an advocate of supporting the rifle by the magazine, the large base
plate does allow this method of support and unlike magazines with simple metal base
plate, this large design protects the magazine and keeps debris at bay.
Engaging and disengaging the magazine is very easy and effective and to date I have not experienced any mis-feeds.
Scope and Scope Rings
In keeping with the rifles Eastern European heritage I fitted a Czech Meopta 3-12x50 Tactical scope with a mildot
reticule and 30mm tube. This is the first time I have purchased a Meopta and therefore I have little experience of the
design. However my first impressions are good, as glass, picture
and light quality are very good.
The reticule is illuminated but as I
don't require this feature shooting
on gallery ranges I have removed
the battery to avoid any corrosion.
Windage and elevation controls
are good, with positive detent but
there is no facility to lock out the
drums to prevent accidental alteration. Lens configuration is in the
first focal plane and therefore the
reticule size is reduced as the
magnification is reduced.
To promote the best accuracy in
my rifles, I prefer the scopes as
close to the barrel as possible, but
as mentioned earlier in the report,
the 10° upward angle of the butt
assembly makes this difficult and therefore to get the correct height/cheek-weld, Rechnagel rings with a height of
19mm where utilised as shown in the top image.
However early research, highlighted an issue that I completely forgot about. The integral picatinny rail has no incline
built in and therefore depending on your choice of scope, your engagement distances can be limited and in my case
that was 600 yards. With my first planned shoot at 600yrds, I automatically assumed that the scope, rings, rail and
ammunition would suffice for 600yrds engagements. I was wrong and with the scope at maximum elevation and
shooting at the top of the target frame, rounds where only just hitting the target. This was not the rifles fault, this was
my mistake and a combination of scope, mount and low velocity reloaded ammunition combined to produce results I
had not considered. Therefore to engage beyond 600 yrds, I replaced the Rechnagel's with a one piece Tier One
unimount with a 20 moa incline and reviewed my ammunition choice.
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Range Test
One of the reasons for updating this armourer report is that I made a number of fundamental mistakes when I initially
carried out my reloading research because I made an early decision to reload both my 7.62x54R rifles with the Lapua
D166 bullet. My second 7.62x54R rifle is the Russian Tigr or single shot SVD. Technical data informed me that the D166
bullet was 200 grains and .311 in diameter. Some publications stated .310 but when I measured the bullets they were
.309. This undersize was acceptable in the Zastava but resulted in lots of obturation problems with the SVD. Recoil with
the 200 grain bullet was reasonable with the heavy Zastava but was unnerving in the light SVD and therefore, I
discarded the D166 bullets and reverted to Sierra 174gr .303 (.311)
Matchkings.
Despite my poor choice of initial bullets, the rifle performed flawlessly
and fed and extracted without fault.
The bolt takes a little getting use to
and requires more effort to unlock
and lock than western designs, however it should be pointed out this is
not a fault, just a characteristic of
the design.
Another issue identified during the initial shoot was the bipod. I had fitted the Versa-pod bipod but it quickly became
apparent regardless of how tight you tighten up the clamping screws, the design lacked stability and therefore this
impacted on the rifles accuracy. The solution was to replace the versa-pod with a Fortmeier bipod which is an
altogether superior design.
Initial accuracy tests with factory PPU ammunition, did not show great promise with
groups at approximately 57mm which was probably down to the ammunition. This was
confirmed with early .303 (.311 dia ) Matchkings demonstrated considerable improvement with an average group size of 18mm at 100 yards.

PPU 57mm

One of the restricting factors to improving accuracy is the limited bullet choice in the UK.
Heavier .311 calibre bullets are limited to PPU, Lapua and Sierra, with weights in the 174 200 grain range and in my opinion with Sierra being the better quality bullet. Lighter
bullets in .311 become even more
limited with Lapua, PPU and Sierra,
with weights varying between 123
- 150 grain. 150 grain bullet are
limited to expanding rounds and
the only FMJ is 123 grain which is
really designed with the 7.62x39
cartridge in mind.

However with the excessive recoil
associated with the thin light barrel
of the Tigr, I started some load development using Lapua .311 123gr bullets and early results where proving encouraging, despite the long throat on the Tigr (3.14”) which was designed for heavier military ammunition. It was logical
therefore to consider a similar application with the Zastava. As one would expect the M07 had finer dimensions and
the throat was 2.93”, despite the COL being 3.048” on the 7.62x54R cartridge which was more suitable.
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Whilst a benefit to using lighter bullets was
reduced recoil, one negative factor was the
range limitation and therefore the plan was
to restrict engagement to 600 yards which
was fine as the scope was only x10 magnification and quiet frankly I had no plan to engage
targets in excess of those distances.
As I had plenty of Lapua FMJ 123gr bullets I
decided to pursue further experimentation
with this bullet weight. Using 48.5 - 51 grains
of N140, I found 50 - 51 grains produced
some very consistent results with average
groups of 20mm during the initial chronographing phase. Reloading with 50
grains of N140, I returned to the range a few weeks later.
I have always assumed that the 7.62x54R cartridge was most at home with
heavier bullets in the 190 -200 grain realm and this experience was gained over
many years working with various Mosin Nagant rifles and their rather loose
military dimensions. My experience with the Tigr did not alter that mindset,
however the M07 with its altogether better build quality was capable of much
more and my early research with the 123gr was proving very fruitful with average
groups of 17mm.
Summary
An unloaded rifle is fairly heavy at 15.7lbs with its scope and bipod, but it feels very robust with the aluminium side
panels adding the air of solidness. The layout of this rifle is very traditional and therefore when it comes to carrying
the rifle, it lacks the ergonomics that I have seen on some western designs. If I have any early
criticism then it must be with the folding stock and the fact you need a screwdriver or a tool of some
description to unlock the folding mechanism. The butt pad is acceptable but fairly primitive and has
too many sharp edges. In 7.62x54R the magazine is limited to three rounds which is definitely
insufficient in a military rifle. The fixed picatinny rail, plus my scope choice, limits typical engagements to 600yrds with the lighter bullet. However reverting back to 174 grain bullets and utilising a
20moa mount, I am sure this could be extended to 1000 yards.
If I could make any improvements, it would to be the butt assembly, the hinge and the butt plate.
Extend the magazine release, making it ambidextrous, increase the size of the bolt handle to improve
handling and add an extra rail to increase the bipod options.
However, I like this rifle, to date it has proved very accurate, its basic functionality, steel receiver,
traditional tried and tested bolt and barrel mechanisms are its strength and in my opinion, what is
required of a effective sniper rifle in a military environment. Too many western designs utilise
aluminium receivers and complicated bolt and trigger mechanisms, which can all fail in a harsh environment.
The Zastava M07 AF is a good sniper rifle but it is not an outstanding one. There is a number of minor issues that could
be improved, the butt assembly and the magazine being limited to three rounds are good examples from an operational point of view. I believe looking at the Zastava website and at the latest rifles on offer, that these issues are being or
have been addressed.
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The M07 AF is a robust design that I feel would survive the military environment well and the Mauser action is tried
and tested. However the saying “you get what you pay for“ is very applicable in this case and therefore buyers on a
limited budget will get a perfectly effective rifle, capable of engaging targets out to 800 yards. Whilst I feel the .308
model would be a more accurate version, the 7.62x54R is a combat proven cartridge and therefore would be very
capable in both civilian and military applications.

Unlike Russia, Serbia is not subject to the European Union trade embargo’s and as a civilian sporting rifle the M07 AF
is a capable rifle which is available in the popular .308 cartridge. If the price was competitive and I do not see why this
is not possible, I am unsure why you do not see more of these rifles in the western market place.
I like this rifle, it is effective, reliable, robust and appeals to my sense of “different” and I have yet to experience any
form of misfeed or malfunction. From a military standpoint it is not in the same class as the Accuracy International
group of sniper rifles but equally I would not like to be on the receiving end.
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